Abstract-Rapid growth of technical developments has created huge challenges for microphone forensics -a subcategory of audio forensic science, because of the availability of numerous digital recording devices and massive amount of recording data. Demand for fast and efficient methods to assure integrity and authenticity of information is becoming more and more important in criminal investigation nowadays. Machine learning has emerged as an important technique to support audio analysis processes of microphone forensic practitioners. However, its application to real life situations using supervised learning is still facing great challenges due to expensiveness in collecting data and updating system. In this paper, we introduce a new machine learning approach which is called One-class Classification (OCC) to be applied to microphone forensics; we demonstrate its capability on a corpus of audio samples collected from several microphones. In addition, we propose a representative instance classification framework (RICF) that can effectively improve performance of OCC algorithms for recording signal with noise. Experiment results and analysis indicate that OCC has the potential to benefit microphone forensic practitioners in developing new tools and techniques for effective and efficient analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microphone forensics is a sub-category of audio forensic science, which aims to establish whether an obtained audio recording is original, or to verify whether it was made on a given recorder. The determination of microphone model of arbitrary recording can help assure the This paper is based on "Microphone Identification using One ClassClassification Approach" by H.Q. Vu, S. Liu, Z. Li, and G. Li, which appeared in the Proceedings of the 2nd Workshop on Applications and Techniques in Information Security (AT IS), Melbourne, Australia, November 2011 actual ownership of that recording in the case of multiple claims of ownership, and thus provides a valuable mechanism to resolve copyright disputes. Rapid growth of technical developments in the past decade has created huge challenges with availability of numerous digital recording devices and massive amount of recording data. These digital media make undetected forgeries and manipulations easy, and might thereby encourage criminals. Demand for fast and efficient methods to assure integrity and authenticity of information is becoming more and more important in criminal investigation nowadays.
Recently, machine learning has emerged as an important method of automated audio analysis processes which provides supportive tools for microphone forensic practitioners. A first attempt of practical evaluation on recording devices and environment classification was performed by Kraetzer et al. in 2007 [1] . They incorporated the Kmeans and Naive Bayes as classifiers, and evaluated their classification capability on a set of audio steganalysis features. Later on, they proposed an Unweighted Fusion framework using a Decision Tree and Linear Logistic Regression models that achieved higher performance on microphone detection task [2] . In 2009, another attempt using supervised machine learning methods (Simple Logistic, J48 decision tree, K-nearest neighbor, Support Vector Machine−SVM) was performed by Buchholz et al. with Fourier coefficient histogram extracted from nearsilence segments of the recording as the feature vectors [3] . Similar approach was utilized by Garcia-Romero and Espy-Wilson [4] with SVM classifier to assess the performance of linear-cepstral coefficients and mel-scaled cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as audio features. The audio samples were obtained from two classes of acquisition devices, land-line telephone handsets and microphones.
Recently, Kraetzer et al. [5] designed a context model to devise empirical investigation to identify suitable classification algorithm and appropriate audio features as a supportive guidance for microphone forensic researchers, the experiment involved 74 supervised classification algorithms and 8 clusters implemented in Weka and 590 intra-frame audio features.
Although, great effort has been spent on this task of microphone forensics, only a limited number of approaches were found. Current techniques using supervised machine learning are still facing great challenges due to expensiveness in collecting data and updating system. Research results are still far from standard for real life application. In this paper, we introduce a relatively new approach of machine learning -One-class classification (OCC), into microphone forensics, which has potential to benefit microphone forensic practitioners in developing new tools and techniques for more efficient analysis. The advantage of OCC is that it builds one classification model for each microphone and based on only data samples of target microphone. Therefore, there is no need to collect all available microphone data samples, and frequently retrain the existing models when new microphone becomes available as supervised learning approach. We also consider the fact that audio recordings usually contain noise, which has negative influence to classification performance. None of existing works have yet tackled this challenges in microphone forensic field. In this study, we propose a representative instance classification framework (RICF) to improve OCC performance on microphone forensic tasks for noisy recording signal. The idea of RICF is to reduce impact of noise on training data set by sampling instances that best describe microphone characterizes from given audio records. And the prediction for a given audio record is based on its probability of belongs to a particular target microphone. The detail analysis of OCC approach and RICF will be presented in later sections.
Having introduced the research motivation, section II provides a critical analysis of supervised learning problems in microphone forensics, following by formulation of research objective for this work. In section III, we describe our audio data collection and select a set of audio features, following by a preliminary analysis of the data set. Section IV is devoted to present several OCC techniques as well as representative instances classification framework which are used for our experiments. In section V, we present analysis of empirical results on audio signal recorded from different scenarios. Section VI concludes the paper with a summary and offers practical implication as well as future research suggestions.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
Traditionally, microphone identification is considered as an n-class supervised learning problem, where an audio sample is classified into one of n-classes of microphone models in the training data. A single model is trained on a data set consisting of audio samples for n microphone models. For microphone verification, the task can be considered as a binary classification problem which aims to determine whether the audio sample is really recorded by a particular microphone models or not. The training data contains of two classes label: positive (audio samples of claimed microphone) and negative (audio samples of all other microphones), each microphone requires a unique model to verify its identity.
Agreed that binary classification is usually easier than multi-class classification, microphone verification would come out to be simpler than microphone identification. However, real world application of microphone forensics using supervised learning approach is a very challenging problem because of their open nature. It is impractical, if not impossible, to construct a complete database with audio samples recorded from all available microphones models in the world as training data set. In addition, when new models are being produced continuously, the entire supervised classification model needs to be retrained frequently, and hence makes supervised learning an expensive approach. This aspect of supervised learning approach is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1(a) shows a decision boundary on a data set containing 5 microphones (M 1 − M 5 ) constructed by supervised machine learning approach, data extracted from different microphones is represented by different symbols. This decision boundary can be used to classify a new data samples into one out of 5 classes corresponding to 5 microphone models. However, when a new microphone becomes available (M 6 ), the decision boundary need to be retrained in order to correctly classify the microphone models as shown in Fig. 1(b) , For these reasons, it is worth to analyzing this task under a different approach that should be more practical, cost effective and easier for system maintenance.
Due to recent advances in machine learning, an approach has emerged to be more suitable for applications of microphone forensics, which is referred to as Oneclass classification. It can be simple to obtain audio samples from a particular microphone model as positive (target) class but impossible to collect from all other available microphones as negative (outlier) class. The idea behind OCC approach is to design a classifier so that only the target class is characterized, and consequently can distinguish it from all counter-examples from outlier classes. Note that, OCC approach characterizes only the target class, only data samples of the target microphone are required during training process of OCC model. Each microphone requires a model to be trained on its own data samples, therefore, to identify n microphones, n OCC models are constructed. An example of OCC model construction for a microphone is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (a) shows a tight decision boundary surrounding target microphone data using OCC approach, which can separate it from outlier data samples. Here, the data samples of outlier classes are shown for demonstration purpose, not input to OCC model. When new microphones become available as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the existing OCC model is not required to be re-trained. As a result, the updating process of microphone authentication system is simpler and cheaper than supervised learning approach. Despite the fact that the OCC approach has been successfully employed in several audio forensic tasks such as sound classification [6] , [7] , scene classification [8] , and speaker verification [9] , so far no work has been found in the field of microphone forensics where its application scenario is considered appealing.
The objective of this paper is to introduce the application of OCC into the field of Microphone Forensics. Our goals are to evaluate OCC algorithms performance whether they can accomplish the task of identifying and verifying microphone models, and which OCC algorithm can achieve the best results. Hereafter, we use the term "microphone identification" to refer to both identification and verification tasks of microphone forensic category. In order to achieve such goals, we apply a range of relatively new OCC algorithms to audio samples collected from different scenarios using a set of digital microphones. Empirical results and analysis are promising to provide forensic practitioners with an overview about OCC approach. This can support researchers in this area to make microphone forensics a more practical science.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

A. Recording Devices
In this study, we collected a set of digital recording devices with built-in microphone to collect audio samples. Since, the aim of this work is microphone models detection, thus, the collected devices should be from different models. Otherwise, the audio samples recorded from identical devices are only considered as from a single microphone model. Besides, a target microphone model is usually identified among a number of available models in microphone identification task [1] , [3] , hence, the experiment in this study should be performed with more than 2 microphone models. Totally, 5 devices are gathered as shown in Table I . These microphones were used to collect audio samples at different locations such as indoor, quiet park and busy street between 9am to 5pm to form an audio corpus for our study. All audio samples were recorded as a mono signal at 8kHz sampling frequency with 16-Bit quantization. Note that, it would be interesting to perform experiments with more microphone models, however, the use of 5 devices should be enough for model evaluation purpose as it satisfies the natural situation of microphone identification task.
B. Audio Features
Audio features are mathematical representations reflecting characteristics of audio signal that are used in statistical pattern recognition based approach for audio forensics. Depending on the tasks of audio forensic practitioners, different sets of audio features could be employed. In [10] , AlQahtani et al. made use of MPEG-7 audio low level descriptors along with temporal zero crossing as features vector for automatic recognition of environment sounds. Recently, Sen et al. proposed a new feature extraction technique coming from a new transformation which is based on the Nyquist filter bank and achieved significant result in speaker identification [11] . Besides, feature sets extracted from Linear Predictive coefficients (LPC) and mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) also have powerful descriptive capability which are used frequently in gunshot detection [12] , audio clips classification [13] , environment sound recognition [14] , and emotion recognition from speech [15] .
In microphone forensic area, different feature sets have been tested in identifying microphone models of recorded audio samples, which include features in time domain, frequency domain and Mel-cepstrum domain. Recent studies conducted by Garcia-Romero and EspyWilson [4] , and Kraetzer et al. [5] have confirmed that MFCCs are among the best candidates for microphone identification due to its ability of capturing microphone characterizes as well as low dimensionality of 13 coefficients (features). Therefore, we employ MFCCs as our audio features to assess the performance of OCC algorithms in this study. A detail description of MFCCs can be obtained from [16] . From recording signal of the microphones, MFCCs are extracted from randomly sampled audio segments of 0.25 seconds in length, to form data instances with 13 vector features. Data instances extracted from a microphone M i are assigned with the label of that microphone.
C. Preliminary Analysis
In this section, we would like to evaluate the effectiveness of the selected audio features (MFCC), to see if it can really describe the difference between audio signal recorded by different microphones. A standard technique to perform this task is to use Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [17] , a multivariate and exploratory data analysis technique. The input data of MDS is a measure of global similarity or dissimilarity of objects (data instances) under investigation, and the outcome is a spatial configuration, where the objects are repressed as points. Similar objects are represented by point closed to each other, dissimilar objects by points that are far apart. Using this technique, we can visualize our multidimensional data set to see the distribution of data that was recorded from the microphones. Fig. 3 shows the results of MDS on data instances of 5 microphones (500 instances each) in case of low noise and high noise signal, corresponding to indoor and busy street environment. Fig. 3 (a) for indoor recording shows that instances belong to the same microphone tend to stay closed to each other and form a cluster. The clusters of different microphones are relatively easy to identify visually as they are quite-well separated from each others. This proof that the MFCC features are good candidate for presenting audio signal for microphone identification task. Fig. 3(b) for busy street recording shows that, even though, data instances of the same microphone are still formulating a cluster, there is some overlap between clusters of microphones. This may be due to high noise level of busy street environment. Due to the nature of recording signal, microphone identification task can be easier to perform for low noise recording, it will be harder to do so for recording in noisy environment.
Considering the fact that most of the existing approaches generate data samples by randomly selecting audio segments of t seconds in length (0.25 second in our case), then features are extracted as input to classifier. When data samples are extracted from noisy recordings, many high noise level audio segments are taken into consideration, which significantly affect classification performance. Therefore, a better data sampling technique and classification approach for microphone identification problem are required so that the impact of noise to classification algorithm can be reduced. The method to tackle this problem will be addressed clearly in section IV-B.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we first outline several OCC algorithms which are used in this study, then, we present our representative instances identification framework (RICF) to improve OCC performance for noisy recording signal.
A. One-class Classification algorithms
The area of OCC is considerably well adapted to the problems of microphone identification where sampling every microphone model is an impossible task. For OCC approach, a boundary around the well-sampled target distribution is constructed that may discard a small percentage of target examples, and consequently have the potential to be able to identify majority samples of target microphone while throwing out as many examples of other microphones as possible. A sample is classified as member of target class if its assigned score by OCC model lies above a given threshold, otherwise, it is considered belonging to an outlier class.
In the context of this study, we use a number of OCC algorithms implemented in Data Description toolbox by Tax [18] which are described as follows:
• One-class Gaussian Model (1-GN): uses a simple Gaussian to characterize target class. When instances of target class are input to this algorithm, a model is constructed using one Gaussian distribution, where µ is estimated mean and Σ is estimated covariance matrix of target "points":
An instance x is classified as target class if f (x) is greater than a specified target error θ, otherwise, it is considered belonging to outlier class. The threshold value θ can supplied by the user, otherwise, it is assigned with a default value in the OCC toolbox.
uses a mixture of K Gaussians to construct a more flexible description for target class. The model can be presented as follows:
In this model, EM algorithm is utilized to optimize the parameters P i , µ i and Σ i .
• One-class K-Means (1-KM): describes the target data by k clusters with center c i to be estimated such that the average distance to a cluster center is minimized. The model for 1-KM is described as follows:
• One-class K-Nearest Neighbors (1-KNN): evaluates a new object x by computing the distance to its k nearest neighbors in target class. Then this distance is compared to a threshold to evaluate the prediction output of x.
• One-class Principal Component Analysis (1-PCA): describes the target data by a linear subspace W which is defined by the k eigenvector of covariance matrix of target class data. The fitness of new object x to the target subspace is evaluated by comparing it to reconstruction error: where the projection x proj is calculated by:
• One-class Incremental Support Vector Machine (1-ISVM): fits a hypersphere around the target class without using an external quadratic programming optimizer or kernel. The employment of Support Vector Machine technique into context of one-class was originally proposed by Tax and Duin [19] , which is known as Support Vector Domain Description (SVDD). It was proven to achieve significant results in application to audio surveillance system [20] and speaker verification [9] . Therefore, we would like to evaluate this technique in this study using 1-ISVM as a more advanced version of SVDD.
B. Representative Instances Classification Framework
In this section, we present RICF method which is designed to reduce the impact of noise, and can thus improve OCC performance for noisy recordings. It contains two steps: 1) Representative Training Instances Extraction; 2) Bag of Instances Classification.
1) Representative Training Instances Extraction:
This section present an representative instances identification method for sampling training data set, so that the impact of noise is reduced. From preliminary analysis in section III-C, we notice that instances of the same microphone tend to stay closer to each others and form a cluster, for both low noise and high noise cases. An audio segment of microphone M i is considered to have less noise, if the data instance extracted from it stays closer to cluster centroid C Mi of the cluster which is formulated by data samples of M i . Given an audio record R Mi of microphone M i (T seconds in length), and r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m are segments of t seconds extracted from R Mi (t < T ). the best representative instance is the instance that is extracted from a segment r RI ∈ R Mi which is the closest to a cluster center C Mi .
Since, the cluster of each microphone data samples can be recognized visually based on its density of distribution as shown in section III-C, a method comes naturally to identify cluster center of each microphone data is to use Density Estimation(DE) [21] . An advantage of DE is that the estimation of cluster center is subjected to probability distribution, and thus robust to noise. In this study, we use Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [22] with Gaussian Kernel, a non-parametric DE technique, to find densest region of each microphone data samples and consider it as cluster center C Mi . Here, the data samples for estimating C Mi are the training data instances that are randomly samples from training set. They are not considered as training instances, but instead used to find the center representing the cluster of microphone data distribution.
To identify representative instance, a sliding window of t seconds is moved along each audio record R Mi for m steps, thus, m instances I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m are extracted from m segments r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m of sliding window. Representative instance I RI for each audio record R M I is the instance that satisfy RI = arg min n dis(C Mi , I n ), where dis(C Mi , I n ) is the euclidian distance between I n and cluster center C Mi . This process is repeated for each audio record of each microphone to construct a representative training data set for each microphone model.
In this study, the length of each audio record is 2 seconds, and sliding window is 0.25 second. An example of sliding windows is shown in Fig. IV-B. 1. The sliding window moves with a step of 0.0625 second. Thus, 36 segments are extracted from each 2 seconds record, which will be further represented by 36 instances with 13 vector features. Then, only 1 instance is selected as representative instance to represent each audio record in training process.
2) Bag of Instances Classification: After representative instances are extracted for each microphone, the training process is then performed with OCC algorithm, a OCC model is built for each microphone to characterize its target training samples. Note that, the process of identifying representative instances from training audio records is based on prior knowledge of which microphone it belongs to. However, no prior knowledge is given about an audio record in testing stage. It is impossible to extract a particular representative instance from a set of instance extracted from such testing record. To classify a new audio record, all instances extracted from each audio record are stored in a bag of instance B = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m } and input to trained OCC models. Each trained OCC model o i of each microphone M i generates a set of predicted labels
The predicted label of bag B is assigned to the microphone label whose model predicts the most number of instances in B as its target class. In RICF, the testing unit is an audio record containing m segments, and the input data unit to OCC models is a bag of instances, rather than individual segment/instance as in traditional OCC framework.
V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
This section first describes our evaluation metric to assess the performance of OCC algorithms. Then, detailed analysis of experiment results is presented, together with discussion and implication analysis.
A. Evaluation Metrics
At the training stage, one model o i of OCC algorithm O is built for each microphone, thus, m microphones require m OCC models o 1 , . . . , o m to be built. Then, they are applied to the test set to detect audio samples belonging to their target class. Since we are only interested in the absolute performance of OCC algorithms on "target" data, recall rate and precision rate are used to measure their detection capability. Here, Recall refers to the fraction of the target class data instances classified correctly as target class, precision refers to the fraction of the outlier data instances classified incorrectly as target class.
Suppose there are P audio samples of target class and N audio samples of outlier class in the test set for microphone M i , among which P a target samples are recognized correctly, and N r outliers are recognized incorrectly as target class, then the recall and precision of OCC model o i on M i are calculated as:
To evaluate the overall performance of O, we use overall recall and overall precision which are averages of recall values and precision values over m models o 1 , . . . , o m of O. In a classification task, the prediction result is expected to be better than a random guess (above 0.5 for recall score). The recall is considered to be higher if it is closer to 1.0.
In the experiment, the OCC algorithms mentioned in section IV will be used. Parameters of each classifier are kept as default values in the OCC toolbox [18] . On the training set, the rejection rate of the target class was set to 10% in order to provide a tight decision boundary around the target class.
B. Result Analysis
To assess the performance of OCC for microphone detection, we perform three major experiments with audio samples at different noise levels corresponding to different recording locations. In these cases, the training sets are sampled to be equal to testing set of 1000 instances for each microphone. Considering the fact that noisy environment is usually more difficult than quiet environment, we perform another experiment for the case of busy street with different number of training instances to examine if the performances of OCC algorithms can be improved by incorporate more training samples.
Then, RICF method will be evaluated against the traditional method in the case of busy street. The difference of OCC when using with RICF is that training set is representative instance extracted from audio records, and test set is bags of instances.
1) Microphone Identification for indoor recordings:
The recorded audio samples in this case were taken from indoor environment such as small room, big room, building and lecture theatre where little background noise is presenting.
All 6 OCC algorithms were trained and tested on the same test set extracted previously. The experiment results are shown in Table II.   TABLE II In general, all algorithms achieved high overall recall in identifying target microphones as indicated by the values of over 0.8, only except for 1-GNM with lower detection rate of 0.744. Importantly, almost no error was made across the models as indicated by overall precision value of 0, only a small error is shown for 1-PCA.
As each microphone M i is identified by a unique model o i , the assessment of OCC algorithm O needs to be considered together with the performance of each individual model corresponding to each microphone. All six algorithm achieved high recall and no precision in detecting microphones M 1 , M 2 , M 3 and M 5 , while it is harder to recognize microphone M 4 with significantly lower recall values. Even so, 1-PCA and 1-ISVM achieve considerably good recall for M 4 of above 0.750, especially for 1-ISVM which has no error at all.
These results indicate that the OCC algorithms are suitable for detecting and verifying microphone models in indoor environment. Further evaluation for OCC will be carried out in the next experiment with more noisy audio samples.
2) Microphone Identification for quiet park recordings:
In this case, the audio records were taken from a quiet park with considerable background noise. Training and testing data sets were both extracted from these audio records, and then similar evaluation process was applied with the same parameter values for each algorithm. The results are shown in Tables III.   TABLE III.  MICROPHONE IDENTIFICATION It is interesting to see that the overall recall of the algorithms are not significantly different from previous experiment. However, we notice that more errors were made as indicated by higher overall precision values. In particular, 1-SVM outperformed other algorithm in detecting microphones with overall recall of 0.929, however, it also made signification number of wrong prediction as indicated by overall precision value of 0.188.
In view of individual detection model, none of them failed to detect their target microphones as shown by high recall and low precision values for M 1 − M 5 . Even for 1-GNM scoring lowest recall of 0.506 on M 1 , it is still accepted as we are interested in the detection capability for target class of OCC models.
Despite some errors were made, OCC algorithms were able to identify microphone models for audio samples taken from outdoor (quiet park) environment. Further evaluation of OCC approach will be performed for extremely noisy audio records in the next section.
3) Microphone Identification for busy street recordings:
In this experiment, the audio samples were obtained from a busy street environment with significant amount of noise presenting. Audio features were extracted and input to OCC algorithms as in previous experiments. The detection results are shown in Table IV.   TABLE IV.  MICROPHONE IDENTIFICATION From Table IV , we can see that 1-GNM and 1-KNN failed in identifying their target microphones as indicated by overall recall of below 0.5. Although, the overall recall values of 1-GN, 1-KM and 1-PCA are higher than 0.5, they failed to detect microphone M 2 and M 3 as shown by recall values of less than 0.5.
On the contrary, 1-ISVM outperformed all others and was able to detect all microphone models with overall recall of 0.784, especially, none of its individual models has recall value lower than 0.5. Even though, it also make significant wrong prediction as shown by precision of 0.183.
4) Effects of training sample size:
As the matter of fact that, most OCC algorithms was failed to identify their target microphone for noisy environment as presented in previous section, this is due to the present of noise in the evaluated data set. A traditional method to lower the impact of noise is to increase the number of training instances. In this experiment, we assess the performance of OCC algorithms in case of noisy environment (busy street) with increasing number of training samples in each iteration, to examine if bigger training set can improve their performance. The training set was started from 1000 instances and increased by 100 instances in each iteration. In this case, we would like to evaluate the overall performance of those algorithms, therefore, only overall recall and overall precision values are presented, as shown in Fig. 5 .
From Fig. 5(a) , we can see that, generally, the overall recall of OCC algorithms are increasing steadily as the number of training instances increasing. Whilst, 1-GN, 1-KM and 1-PCA are stabilizing from training size of 2400 instances, the overall recall values of 1-GNM and 1-KNN continue to growth slightly. In contrast, no significant improvement is found for 1-ISVM as its detection rate stays around 0.8 even when the training set is tripled to 3000 instances. In Fig. 5(b) , rough growth in overall precision rate is found for 1-PCA, while that of 1-SVM is increasing gradually until training size reach 1300 instances then stylizing between 0.2 and 0.25. Similarly, the precision rates of 1-GA and 1-KM increase slightly until training size reach 2000 instances then become stable of around 0.1. At the same time, precision rates of 1-GNM and 1-KNN are also increased but remained lower than 0.05 even when the training data is tripled.
In summary, the above result shows that the increase of training size can slightly improve performance on most OCC algorithms on noisy audio recordings. However, their performance is still far from acceptable standard due to low recall and high precision rate, and most OCC algorithms are still failed to identify target microphones from noisy recordings. An alternative method should be developed that can help OCC algorithms to overcome the problem of noisy data to make it more suitable for real life applications. This issue will be addressed by RICF method in the following section with experiment result and comparison analysis.
5) RICF evaluation on Microphone Identification for busy street recordings:
For each microphone in this experiment, the training data set was made up by 1000 representative instances extracted from 1000 audio recording of 2 second in length, following the method presented in section IV-B.1. The testing data set were 1000 bags of instances extracted from testing audio records. OCC algorithms were trained on representative instances then applied to testing bags as described in section IV-B.2.
To make it easy for comparison, we also include results of OCC algorithms for both with and without RICF as shown in Table V .
From Table V , we can see that there is significant improvement for OCC algorithms (1-GN, 1-GNM, 1-KM, 1-KNN) with RICF in identifying target microphone of audio records as indicated by overall recall of above 0.8. With high recall rate and low precision for both overall and individual rate, there four OCC algorithms with RICF are considered successful in performing microphone identification for noisy environment. Besides, no significant difference was found for 1-PCA and 1-ISVM as the overall recall of OCC with RICF is slightly lower than without RICF but it also made less mistake as shown by lower overall precision rate. Although, no conclusion can be drawn at this stage if RICF can improve the performance of 1-PCA and 1-ISVM, it is clear that 5 out of 6 tested OCC algorithms with RICF have been able to perform microphone identification for noisy signal (except for 1-PCA). This result is better than the use of OCC without RICF, when 5 out of 6 failed to perform this task as in section V-B.3.
C. Discussion
The experiment results in section V-B.1 and V-B.2 support the claim that One Class Classifier (OCC) is a suitable approach to microphone forensics. Most algorithms achieve high performance on audio samples that are recorded from little noise environment, as the recorded signals are not influenced significantly by outside signal, and can thus reflect better microphone characteristics. The quality of OCC algorithms are reduced when applying to noisy audio signal as presented in V-B.3, most OCC algorithms were failed to identify target microphone of audio recordings, even if more training samples are provided as shown in V-B.4. However, the problem of noisy signal can be reduced effectively by apply OCC algorithms together with RICF framework, experiment results in section V-B.5 have proven its advantage with the succeed of 5 among 6 tested algorithms. Since, 1-PCA failed in above experiments of busy street scenario, its may not be a suitable candidate for microphone identification with high noise level signal.
The key advantage of the OCC approach is that they focus on the detection of target class instances by using tight decision boundary obtained from training data. As consequence, only a small number of fault detection cases are made as indicated by low precision rate across the OOC models in previous experiments. In addition, these OCC models only need to be trained once, and are independence from each other. In other words, when a new microphone become available, only a new OCC model trained on audio samples of that microphone is required without retraining existing OCC models. For such reasons, the approach using OCC is more practical, cost effective and easier for system maintenance than traditional supervised learning.
On the other hand, a drawback of OCC approach is that it requires a classification model to be built for each microphone. Therefore, more space is required to store the trained OCC models than the supervised learning approach, which only needs a unique classification model for all available microphones, Even though, the sizes of OCC classification models are usually small, thus, the required space would not be an issue to computer storage capacity nowadays.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Microphone identification and verification are important tasks in integrity and authenticity assurance of information which are becoming more and more crucial nowadays in criminal investigation. However, only a limited number of approaches have been used in the literature which utilize the machine learning methods to support for microphone forensic practitioners in doing this work. Current applications of supervised learning are still facing huge challenges due to time and associated cost of collecting audio samples from a large number of microphones for model training purposes; In addition, frequent retraining of existing classification models is required. In this paper, we present the first attempt in automated microphone detection using One-Class Classification approach which exhibits to be effective to alleviate the challenges of microphone forensics.
To be precise, we presented an evaluation of 6 relatively new OCC algorithms in detecting microphone models under different conditions of noise level. Experiment results indicate that the tested OCC algorithms are able to detect microphone model with high recall and low precision rate. Moreover, We have also developed a representative classification framework RICF which can effectively support for OCC algorithms to improve their performance in tackling the problem of noisy signal. In summary, the contributions of this study are the introduction of OCC approach into microphone forensic which address the limitation of prior works, and the proposing of RICF method to tackle noisy signal problems. With the proposed techniques, the task of microphone identification have been made possible for application in real life situation.
A natural extension of this work will be testing OCC algorithms on a wide range of microphone models and under more sophisticated recording scenarios. Furthermore, we will investigate the extent to which a real time microphone forensic system could be developed for online usage that can support audio forensic practitioners in performing their tasks. 
